
BIG NEWS- Our client Stephanie

Spurgeon has taken an Alford plea in

order to end her case and still maintain

her innocence. 

In October we kicked off our end-of-year

campaign with the goal of raising $80,000

by Dec 31st. Giving Tuesday was a big

success as we exceeded our goal of raising

$8,000 in 24 hours. So many of you came

together and pledged for a more equitable

legal system on Giving Tuesday. 

If you haven't given yet, there's still time

to support our work. Your donations help

reform the legal system and fight faulty

forensic science. Your donations also help

CIFS advocate for those touched by the

injustice of bad forensic science; for

example, by providing amicus briefs in

cases where faulty forensic science was

used. 
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Over 90% of criminal cases in the US

end in a plea. Many choose the plea

deal over the unknowns of a trial. In

too many cases the forensic evidence

against them is faulty or proven to be

inaccurate. Many prefer to accept a

plea agreement rather than facing the

uncertainty of a trial. Forensic

evidence can be very compelling to a

jury or judge. An individual may

know that there couldn't be evidence

against them because they're

innocent, but take plea because they

feel there is no chance at a fair trial.

Pleas are offered by the state to save

time and money on a trial while

keeping convictions and preventing

compensation to wrongfully convicted

individuals.There is no guarantee

they will be exonerated by pursuing

their innocence. For folks with a

previous wrongful conviction, trust

in the system is understandably low. 

Pleas leave individuals with a

criminal record, even if they are

actually innocent. This makes

returning to normal life a challenge.

Convicted people--even if innocent--

are not eligible for jury service, and

face difficulties and uncertainties

related to housing, voting,

employment, and more.   

 

Year-End Giving
Thank you for supporting equity in

our legal system. Innocent people

spend decades in prison because of

faulty forensic science. By donating

today, we can fight for them and

prevent wrongful convictions from

happening in the first place. Please

consider a donation of any size. 

 

Science in the News

Stephanie Spurgeon 

Stephanie Spurgeon, entered a guilty

plea for a crime she did not commit.

She pled guilty under a provision

known as an Alford plea, which is a

legal construction that allows her to

end her case while still maintaining

her innocence. After 13 years, she

deserves to put this tragic chapter in

her life behind her. We hope she can

now begin to heal after years of

wrongful conviction. 
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People
Florida- Amanda Brumfield was

wrongfully convicted for nearly 9

years after a friend's one-year-old

child fell while in her care, later dying.

She was sentenced to 20 years after a

jury convicted her of manslaughter.

Amanda stood by her innocence and

fought everyday for her freedom. CIFS,

along with the Innocence Project of

Florida, took her case. Much of the

case against Amanda revolved around

faulty forensic science and testimony

of medical experts.

In 2020, Amanda was offered a deal by

the state- 
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drop her claims of innocence and she

would be released, but remain

convicted. Amanda knew she had to

take the deal. She couldn't risk the

alternatives if she continued to fight

for her innocence. This option meant

she could go home after nearly 9

years.  

Amanda Brumfield and counsel Kate

Judson joined Jason Flom on Wrongful

Conviction Podcast to discuss the case

and Amanda's story.

We often say here that everyone deserves a

fair trial, no matter their background or

whether they are guilty or innocent.  But

fairness matters after a trial, too.  In the

coming year, we'll keep fighting for fair

trials and objective science. We'll keep

heading where science leads us, and that

includes getting the word out about other

types of data--like available data on mass

incarceration and plea bargains-- that can

help lead us toward a fairer system and

justice for all. I hope you'll join us.

L I S T EN  NOWL ISTEN  NOW

For many, the end of the calendar year is a

time to think about big ideas.  Here's ours:

too many people are spending this holiday

season behind bars. We often focus on the

tragedy of wrongful conviction, but the truth

is that even the properly convicted and those

awaiting trial are over- incarcerated.  At

CIFS, we follow where the science leads, and

what the best available data shows is that

locking people up doesn't make our

communities safer.  
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